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 These sorts of toilets typically have some inside partitions and areas within the out of doors with respect to septic tanks. It
offers The easiest and simplest installation among all. Don't go with cheap, or slightly-priced rings.Langdon Costigan Langdon

Costigan (born August 29, 1949) is a Canadian politician. He was elected to the House of Commons of Canada in the 2004
federal election representing the electoral district of Simcoe North as a member of the Liberal Party. He is a lawyer by trade,
and the former vice-president of the Progressive Conservative party of Ontario. He was one of the few Liberals to support the
Conservatives in their 2005 election campaign, and therefore, he was expelled from the Liberal caucus. He was re-elected as a
Conservative in the 2008 election. He is a member of the Conservative Party of Canada. He was appointed to the position of

Chairman of the Federal-Provincial Affairs Committee on March 20, 2013, after the resignation of Gordon O'Connor. His son
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Adam is a Liberal Party of Canada MP. External links Category:1949 births Category:Lawyers in Ontario Category:Canadian
people of Irish descent Category:Liberal Party of Canada MPs Category:Living people Category:Members of the House of

Commons of Canada from Ontario Category:Progressive Conservative Party of Canada MPs Category:Conservative Party of
Canada MPs Category:21st-century Canadian politiciansQ: How do I find and replace every [Number] in a string with its

number value? The problem: I have a list of numbers, all prefixed with a [Number] and then a character, such as: [Number]2222
[Number]3333 [Number]4444 [Number]5555 [Number]6666 I'd like to replace every [Number] string with the number it
contains. I want the list to return: 2222 3333 4444 5555 6666 How can I achieve this with Python? A: This is untested, but

should do what you want >>> myList = [u'[Number]2222', u'[Number]3333', u'[Number]4444', u'[Number]5555',
u'[Number]6666'] >>> newList = [] >>> for num in myList: 82157476af
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